
Next-Gen
Device Management

Learn more at esper.io/mdm

Device management capabilities for the entire device lifecycle

Advanced capabilities, streamlined operations

Configure

Enroll &
provision

Deploy

Monitor
& support

Update

Reliably set and
enforce policies

Provisioning blueprints
Kiosk mode
Build one, apply to many

Security at
every stage:

Increase device 
organization and control

Device groups
User access & SSO
Deployment support

Deliver breakage-free rollouts
App update pipelines

Content & app management
Bulk actions

Stay on top of
fleet health

Remote control & debug

Alerts
Telemetry & reports

Reduce setup time
Enroll & provision in one step
Multiple provisioning options

   Offsite kitting

!

Encryption
Access controls

Cloud monitoring 

Gain total control over how you configure, deploy, manage, monitor, and update your devices.

When your business relies on devices, everything 
needs to just work. Rudimentary device management 
slows growth and stunts your ability to scale quickly, 
so a reliable infrastructure built on automation and 
ease of use is crucial.

The Esper platform enables you to deploy, monitor, 
manage, and update your devices with confidence — 
Android (GMS or AOSP), iOS, or a mixed fleet — from 
a single pane of glass.



Global brands rely on Esper for business-critical device management

Learn more at esper.io/mdm

Esper enables next-gen device management for company-owned and managed tablets, kiosks, 
smartphones, IoT edge devices, and more — all from one easy-to-use platform.

Manage your devices from a single pane of glass

Keep the momentum going with expertise and tooling informed by 
thousands of use cases

$

Kiosks

Tablets

Rugged Devices

Smartphones

Point of Sale

Student Devices

Telehealth

Internet of Things

ELDs

Digital Signage

Validated on 1,400+ device models with support for
Android (GMS & AOSP), iOS & iPadOS

“ “– Bruce Crenshaw
Sr. Director of Procurement & Logistics

Traditional MDMs are only built for employee device use, but we also needed a solution 
or the devices we’re sending to our customers — for the devices they depend on to operate 
their businesses every single day.

Integrate
Esper’s SDK and extensive API

library let’s you integrate existing
workflows to further streamline

device management across teams

Support
Our team of device experts is
here to  tackle your challenges

together. Many of our customers
even consider us an extension of

their team

Grow
Scaling devices doesn’t stop

at managing them. Learn how
else Esper can fuel your
innovation and growth


